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Responsible for Developing and maintaining relationships with both independent 
and franchise dealers, and also Assisting dealer partners with loan origination and 
deal funding in our proprietary sales portal.

OCTOBER 2003 – MAY 2007
INDEPENDENT DEALER - ABC CORPORATION

 Traveled business to business educating owners on the importance of being 
seen, simply put no sign is a sign of business.

 Designed a sign for the business that would attract customers to there store.
 Showed and priced electronic message centers and showed owners how to work

it and get the perfect message.
 Helped a lot of business owners grow there business / more business referrals 

because if people like your product and you they will tell somebody.
 Trained and have sells people working with me.
 Ability to design signs to attract customers/ either a cash deal or contract, so 

doing all paperwork for the sale/ This was face to face customer service.
 Traveled to different neighborhoods and suburbs going door-to-door with the 

goal of selling The Kirby home care system Sets up and demonstrates product 
and shows how customer can maximize product features.

2002 – 2003
INDEPENDENT DEALER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Go to meetings classes and learn new was to do demos and door pitches and 
also convince customers to have use for the machine so they can buy.

 Positive mind and a good personality rather i get denined or not knowing in a 
way i am helping save there investments.

 Skills Used demos of cleaning there carpet and also people skills and meeting 
new people and friends.

 Go door to door doing in home demonstrations of home care systems.
 Writing up contracts, calling finance company, and cleaning different items with 

the home care system.
 Customer service and sales expert who Identifies customers needs and delivers 

solutions to problems.
 Driven to exceed sales goals and build long-term relationships with customers.

EDUCATION

Diploma
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SKILLS

Sales Background/clerical Job Training.
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